Rietveld refinement of synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data
Rietveld refinements were carried out as described in the text. The z-parameters for S and Se were allowed to float throughout the refinement. However, they were kept equal to each other to maintain P6 3 /mmc symmetry. Preferred orientation along the c-axis was used as a parameter in the refinement. A preferred orientation of 1 is for an ideal case where there is no preferred orientation. Examples of refined XRD patterns are shown in Figures S1 and S2. 
Characterization of crystal morphology and composition
All energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spot and mapping experiments on the WSSe solid solutions samples were conducted using a calibrated FEI Quanta 200 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope. The maps showed homogeneous distribution of W, S, and Se within the resolution of the technique for the bulk materials. 
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4. Calculation of the clustering parameter J from HAADF-EDX data J was calculated from nearest-neighbor counting data in Fig. 9c according to J = P observed P random ×100%
where P observed and P random were obtained from: Here N gray , N blue , and N gray-i(blue) are the number of gray-colored metal atoms (coordinated only to sulfur), the number of blue-colored metal atoms (coordinated to one or more Se), and the number of gray-colored W atoms surrounded by i (i = 0 to 6) blue-colored metal atoms, respectively.
